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 A complete all-in-one music production experience. The no-compromise all-in-one experience that puts creativity at your fingertips. MASCHINE MIKRO is the smallest music making experience of its kind. You can keep your creativity at your fingertips, and have the opportunity to learn new musical production skills and techniques without the distractions of a large music production studio.
MASCHINE MIKRO (pronounced MACK-IN) was designed to empower you to create and produce music on the go, in the studio, or anywhere you have a Wi-Fi connection. It fits easily in the palm of your hand. Create your music hands-on MASCHINE MIKRO is fully loaded with all the tools you need to create, practice, or remix sounds, instruments, vocals, and loops. Connect your ears to the

Cloud MASCHINE MIKRO uses a Wi-Fi connection to make sure you have everything you need at your fingertips. You can use it to stay connected to your studio, to the cloud, or a range of other scenarios. All-in-one beat making, music creation, and music production experience MASCHINE MIKRO lets you take your creativity with you in the palm of your hand. Whether you are a beginner or a
professional, it’s the perfect tool for anyone who wants to make music on the go. With one tap, you can create a rhythm with a sampled sound or generate a beat with a sample of your own. Make music, practice, and remix sounds. MASCHINE MIKRO is built for real-time sound design, sound sampling, beat creation, and remixing, so you can create anything from sounds, melodies, drums, bass, and
percussions to complete musical compositions. MASCHINE MIKRO comes with samples from the brands that produce the best tools for contemporary music creation. You’ll find these brands in the sampler in MASCHINE: Sample this The built-in sampler in MASCHINE MIKRO includes sounds from the following record labels and digital music production brands: Essential Music BED of COOL

SHAPES PRONO Automated Grooves PROTO:TIPS Atomic Samples Audio Form XLN With the LEOP 82157476af
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